. Let 0>^R(G) be the prime ideal of characters {X e R(G)\X(g)=Ö} and

A^x(v 0 C)
Let/:Z->rbe a G map. Iff is an embedding there is a homomorphism ƒ ! :K 0 (TXy+K G (TY) [1]. By taking the product of Y with a real G module and using the Thorn isomorphism for complex G vector bundles, we may assume that/! is defined for any map ƒ and denote it by ƒ*. The normal bundle of 7 in M is denoted by v (Y, M) . Its restriction to Y 9 has a splitting 
THEOREM 1. Iff:N->M is properly G homotopic to y and yfaY, then g(f), 1(f) and &(f) are zero.
PROOF. Suppose f(\\Y and X=f~\Y).
Then
where I x e K 0 (TX) is the index class of X. Similarly one sees that ƒ(ƒ)=().
The notion of fiber homotopy equivalence is extended to the category of G vector bundles as follows : Let N and M be two (real) G bundles over a G space Y. AG map oe : N-+M is called a quasi-équivalence if oe is proper, fiber preserving and degree 1 on fibers. The notion of normal map is extended to the category of smooth, closed G manifolds as follows: A normal G map ƒ :X-> Y consists of a triple [X, ƒ, F] where ƒ :X-> Y is a G map of degree 1 and F is a bundle map F^^+Z^AO-^TT+M covering/for some pair of G bundles N and M over 7. When G = l the set of normal cobordism classes of normal maps to Y and the set of fiber homotopically equivalent bundles with appropriate equivalence relation are in 1-1 correspondence. Transversality provides the correspondence. For general G and quasi-equivalence co:AT->M, the obstructions g(o>), l(oe) and 0{oe) to making co rh Y give obstructions to converting a quasi-equivalence to a normal G map. EXAMPLE 1. Let G = S X with dense generator t. Let N and M be two complex S 1 vector bundles over a closed S 1 manifold Y. To simplify the formula, we assume N t =M t = YK The restrictions TV and M of N and M to F* have real splittings N=2n>oN n , M=2n>oM n where, e.g., N n is the subbundle on which t acts by multiplication by t n . Similarly, v(Y\ Y) has such a splitting. Let The ring R{S X )^ is contained in the field Q(t) of rational functions of t. The obstruction g(co) e Q{t) \Z (Z=R(\) ) is given by the rational function 
